N Carolina State University – Teaching & Learning Symposium – Raleigh, NC – Feb 28, 2020
Tobin, “Reach Everyone & Teach Everyone with UDL” Keynote
Participant Rating Results
Attendance: 158

Responses: 53

1. This keynote’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the keynote.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good keynote.
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5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this keynote.





















Access not accessibility. Helpful. Funny.
Amazing speaker with good content, some key takeaways that he made seem easy to implement.
As a high-school teacher, I believe implementing these practices will be very beneficial to my students. Thank you!
Awesome presenter . . . he always is! I commit to UDL. 
Awesome!
Engaging and relevant.
Enjoyed Tom and appreciate his willingness to learn to know the attendees and solicit their contribution.
Experienced, cocky, funny.
Fun + informative. 
Good information and lots of useful examples.
Great content and presenter.
Great ideas to consider.
Great, relevant information. Enjoyable. Will use what I learned. Much better than last year’s speaker.
Helpful overview & entertaining.
I didn’t love the delivery style. It seemed falsely casual but pretty rehearsed & contrived. He seems to be trying too hard to
seem “spontaneous.” One thing the speaker may want to learn about is second language non-native English speakers. News
flash, speaking another language is not a disability. Rather it might well be a super-ability on many levels. Maybe change the
language/vocab or the analogy?
I enjoyed this presentation. Very engaging & thoughtful approach. Thanks!
I really enjoyed this presentation. The examples were great. I appreciate the presentation style. He has lots of great ideas.
Thank you!
I thoroughly enjoyed! Your presentation is very applicable to high school and I find the concepts about ACCESS and
lowering barriers very intriguing.
I wanted to like this presentation. But I found that the speaker overgeneralized students and faculty to the point that it was
almost offensive.
















Interesting presentation & engaging topic.
It was fun + engaging.
Lively, attention-getting—good merging of lecture + screens.
Loved it!
Loved the energy!
Outstanding talk! It helped reinforce  what I learned from the book.
Really appreciate the call to action to UDL!
Speaker is engaging but had really little of essence to say.
Thank you!
The information was important but not presented well. The speaker’s antics wer4e distracting and it felt more like a show
rather than an informative keynote. I also didn’t appreciate the jabs at gen y about the lack of their interactions with older
technology.
This was the best keynote I’ve seen at his event. I think this is my 5th or 6th time attending. Really valuable suggestions that
are applicable and east to start to implement. Seriously so good!
Very engaging. I like the emphasis on immediately applicable takeaways. Too hokey for my taste, style-wise.
Very useful information. Engaging keynote.
Wonderful speaker. Very engaging.
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